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Goodness-of-fit tests for the uniformity based on

Ahsanullah characterization
M. S. Karakulov, Ya. Yu. Nikitin 1, K. Yu. Volkova 2

The uniform distribution is one of the widely used distribution in statistical mod-
eling, computer science. Moreover, goodness-of-fit testing problem for a given
distribution can usually be adjust to test uniformity on [0, 1].

The first test of the uniformity based on a characterization was proposed by
Hashimoto and Shirahata in [2]. We use the different way of test constructing
based on Ahsanullah characterization [1] of the uniform law: Let X1, . . . , Xk, k ≥ 2
be i.i.d. observations having an absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue
measure) d.f. F concentrated on [0, 1]. Then the sample has the uniform law U [0, 1]
if and only if the ratio of order statistics

X1,k/X2,k ∼ U [0, 1].

Let X1, . . . , Xn be i.i.d. observations with the continuous d.f. F. Using above
characterization we construct U−empirical d.f. related to the characterization

Gn(t) =

(
n

k

)−1 ∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤n

1{X1,{i1,...,ik}/X2,{i1,...,ik} < t}, t ∈ [0, 1].

In order to test the hypothesis H0 that F (x) = x, x ∈ [0, 1] we propose two
statistics:

In =

∫ 1

0

(t−Gn(t))dt and Dn := sup
0≤t≤1

|t−Gn(t)|.

The statistic In is asymptotically equivalent to the non-degenerate U -statistic,
therefore it is asymptotically normal. The statisticDn has the non-normal limiting
distribution, hence we use the Bahadur approach as a method of calculation of the
asymptotic efficiency, while the classical Pitman approach to the efficiency is not
applicable. However, it is known that the local Bahadur efficiency and the limiting
Pitman efficiency usually coincide, see [4].

We find the logarithmic large deviation asymptotic of both sequences of statis-
tics under H0. This allows us to calculate their local Bahadur efficiency under
numerous local alternatives concentrated on [0, 1]. It is seen that the integral
statistic In more efficient than the Kolmogorov statistic Dn as usually happens in
goodness-of-fit testing, see [3].
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However, the local efficiencies for both sequences of statistics are reasonably
high. For instance, when we construct statistics under the characterization with
fix k = 2 then for the so-called ”parabolic” alternative with density f(x, θ) =
1 − θ(x − 1)(x − 1

3 ), θ > 0 the first statistic has the efficiency 0.957 while the
second has the efficiency 0.877. So our tests can be recommended for testing.
Finally we describe the conditions of local asymptotic optimality (most favorable
alternatives) for our statistics.
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